# Partnership Projects
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## Projects by Faculty/Unit/Division

**Faculty of Business, Economics and Law**  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ECON1050  
Enhancing HDR Student Well-Being and Engagement  
Developing marketing case studies  
EventsPlus: Creating an online resource for students who stage events  

**Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology**  
How to Design Your Bachelor Program: Supporting undergraduate students to navigate program structures changes in 2021  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ENGG1100  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ENGG4900  

**Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences**  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of PSYC1040  

**Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences**  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of LING1000  
SSP Project - Podcasting COMU1052  
Enhancing the First Year Student Experience in English Literature  
Putting the Social in Social Science: Creating Our Online Community  
Developing the data literacy of pre-service teachers through the co-construction of resources  
HASS Career Resources  
HASS Volunteer Coordinator  
Implementing the HASS Career Mentoring Program  
Virtual and Online Community Building in HASS  
An electronic portfolio for assessment of professional skills in school guidance, counselling and careers  
Supporting the HASS Student Representative Community of Practice  

**Faculty of Medicine**  
SSP Project - Student voice on the learning culture for the Faculty of Medicine  

**Faculty of Science**  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of BIOL1900  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of BIOL2200  
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of MATH2001  
SSP Project - Students as co-designers of new video resources to enhance the 1st-to-2nd year transition in Chemistry  
The student view of curriculum and teaching mode across the BVSc curriculum  

**Student Affairs**  
Partnership is for everyone! How can we engage the disengaged?  
Seeking a Stronger Exchange Experience: Turning universal challenges into universal opportunities  

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ECON1050

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of ECON1050 (Tools of Economic Analysis) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816552

Enhancing HDR Student Well-Being and Engagement

About the project
Are you a current HDR Student? Want to improve the UQ HDR student experience and engagement? Join this transdisciplinary team in a Student-Staff Partnership project to co-investigate UQ HDR student well-being and engagement at UQ and inform future HDR initiatives.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816505

Developing marketing case studies

About the project
Join this Student-Staff Partnership project to co-develop contemporary and relevant case studies that will enhance the Fundamentals of Marketing course. This project is ideal for students with an interest in project management and a background in marketing study.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816588

EventsPlus: Creating an online resource for students who stage events

About the project
Would you like to co-design and co-create online resources to better equip students to stage events? Have you completed subjects in event management, tourism, drama, communications or architecture? Apply now to join this multidisciplinary Student-Staff Partnership project team!

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816592
Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ENGG1100

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of ENGG1100 (Engineering Design) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816534

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of ENGG4900

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of ENGG4900 (Professional Practice and the Business Environment) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816536

Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of PSYC1040

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of PSYC1040 (Psychological Research Methodology I) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816532
SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of LING1000

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of LING1000 (The Secret Life of Language: Words and Sentences) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816528

SSP Project - Podcasting COMU1052

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership project is an exciting opportunity to review the course content of COMU1052, co-develop a strategy for remote delivery and co-create engaging podcasts. Please note, applications close on 24 June and partners must be able to attend an induction on 15 July (10AM - 12PM).

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816581

Enhancing the First Year Student Experience in English Literature

About the project
Are you passionate about enhancing the First year English Literature student experience? Join a team of student reps and staff to gather student feedback and co-develop supports that meet students’ needs regarding skills development, engagement and cohort experience.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816795

Putting the Social in Social Science: Creating Our Online Community

About the project
Are you currently studying social science, international studies, anthropology, archaeology, criminology, or sociology? Join this Student-Staff Partnership project to co-design and co-create an online community with the School of Social Science!

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816521

Developing the data literacy of pre-service teachers through the co-construction of resources

About the project
Join a multidisciplinary Student-Staff Partnership project to co-develop, co-create, trial, and co-evaluate resources to foster improved teacher education practices around data literacy. The development of such a collection of resources would improve existing programs in the UQ School of Education and better prepare pre-service teachers for the standards they are required to meet as part of the GTPA.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816526
Faculty of 
Humanities and Social Sciences

HASS Career Resources

About the project
Join this Student-Staff Partnership project to collaborate with a small team of staff and students to develop discipline-specific and generic employability resources for HASS students to help them navigate their studies and career aspirations. Please note, applications for this project close early (June 24) and partners must be able to attend an induction on July 13 (1 - 3PM) with the project team.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816541

HASS Volunteer Coordinator

About the project
Collaborate with students and staff in this project to manage volunteer coordination for orientation activities, key flagship HASS employability events, and community engagement. Please note, applications for this project close early (June 24) and partners must be able to attend an induction on July 13 (1 - 3PM) with the project team.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816554

Implementing the HASS Career Mentoring Program

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership project seeks to collaborate with staff and student partners to improve the design and implementation of the HASS Connect Mentoring Program. Please note, applications for this project close early (June 24) and partners must be able to attend an induction on July 13 (1 - 3PM) with the project team.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816569

Virtual and Online Community Building in HASS

About the project
Collaborate with staff and students in this project to further co-develop and co-manage the HASS digital community and digital communications strategies in order to build a stronger sense of community among HASS students.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816578

An electronic portfolio for assessment of professional practice skills in school guidance, counselling and careers

About the project
Do you have an interest in the digital landscape of higher education? Join this Student-Staff Partnership project to co-design, co-create, and co-evaluate a digital solution for tracking professional practicum competencies within the Masters of Educational Studies (Guidance, Counselling & Careers).

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816586
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

Supporting the HASS Student Representative Community of Practice

About the project
Collaborate with students and staff to explore how to further support the HASS Student Representatives and continue building a better culture of student voice and representation in HASS.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816587

Faculty of Medicine

SSP Project - Student voice on the learning culture for the Faculty of Medicine

About the project
Collaborate with students and staff to co-design a curriculum theme within the MD program (with resources and appropriate scaffolding, year-by-year) that will prepare students and graduates to “call out” concerns with patient safety, colleagues’ performance or bullying and harassment in clinical settings.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816788
Faculty of Science

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of BIOL1900

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of BIOL1900 (Biophysical Development, Measurement and Assessment) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816533

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of BIOL2200

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of BIOL2200 (Cell Structure and Function) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816523

SSP Project - UQ2U: Redesign of MATH2001

About the project
This Student-Staff Partnership seeks to redesign the course delivery of MATH2001 (Advanced Calculus & Linear Algebra II) as part of the UQ2U initiative.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816530

SSP Project - Students as co-designers of new video resources to enhance the 1st-to-2nd year transition in Chemistry

About the project
Join a team of staff and students to co-design and co-create video resources to support chemistry students transitioning from their first to their second year of study.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816778

The student view of curriculum and teaching mode across the BVSc curriculum

About the project
Want to improve the student experience in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Hons)? Become a Student Partner on this project to collaborate with students and staff to streamline curriculum content and improve teaching modes across all years of the program.

View this project  studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816783
Student Affairs

Partnership is for everyone! How can we engage the disengaged?

About the project
Do you want to collaborate on a project seeking to increase the accessibility of the Student-Staff Partnership program? Join this Student-Staff Partnership project which seeks to identify and minimise the barriers for engaging in the program, especially for students from diverse backgrounds. Applications are encouraged from students from diverse backgrounds. Students who have/have not participated in the program are both equally encouraged to apply.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816590

Seeking a Stronger Exchange Experience: Turning universal challenges into universal opportunities

About the project
Interested in improving the experience of exchange? Collaborate with students and staff in a multidisciplinary team to explore the administrative challenges and complexities of exchange and seek a solution to turn the problem into an opportunity.

View this project studenthub.uq.edu.au/students/jobs/detail/2816789

For further details, please contact:
Student-Staff Partnerships
SSP@uq.edu.au
employability.uq.edu.au/student-staff-partnerships